CAN YOU COMPLETE MY PUZZLE?

Down:
1. Puppet who came to life
2. Part of body that grew when bad boys caught "donkey fever"
3. Blue Fairy's helper who tried to teach Pinocchio right from wrong
4. Place filled with sweets, rides, & games to play
5. 6 lettered word for animal into which bad boys turn
6. Opposite of east
7. 6 lettered word for place to learn
   No. of villains who stole Pinocchio's gold
   for sea creature that swallowed Geppetto
   Place where donkeys were forced to perform
   Opposite of No

Across:
1. Preposition meaning "for each"
2. 3 lettered word for what boys expected to have when skip school
3. Mr. Fox's crooked friend
4. 3 lettered word for noise that donkeys make
5. Sound heard at Circus
6. 3 lettered word for exclamation of wonder
7. Country in which play takes place
8. What Pinocchio told to make his nose grow
9. Vowels that Pinocchio would have learned at school
10. Upon what you can wish
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ACT I

Scene 1 — An Italian Village Square
Scene 2 — The Traveling Puppet Show
Scene 3 — The Field of Miracles
Scene 4 — The Village Courtroom
Scene 5 — The Funland Coach

ACT II

Scene 1 - Funland
Scene 2 — The Chase
Scene 3 — The Village
Scene 4 — The Seashore
Scene 5 — Inside the Tremendous Whale
Scene 6 — The Seashore
Scene 7 — Gepetto's Puppet Shop

Time: Not so very long ago
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